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Aerobatic Safety

Aerobatic safety has multiple dimensions.  Aerobatics is not just turning the airplane 
upside down.  Some topics you want to be knowledgeable about include:

•The performance limitations of your airplane 
•Getting to and from events safely without lots of fuel on board
•Having enough of the right kind of safety gear 
•Taking care of your physiology under conditions that the human body was not 
really built for 
•Staying legal.  You have to practice in legal airspace at legal altitudes

This presentation is authored by Weston Liu of IAC Chapter 35.  Use and 
reproduction is expressly authorized so long as this notice is preserved.

This presentation is intended to start a discussion of the topics presented.  The 
author hopes that the information provided here encourages a lively discussion of 
each topic that allows each participant to share their experiences.   The goal is 
combine knowledge and experience to allow everyone to make better decisions and 
enjoy participation in this exciting and challenging sport.
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Today’s Topics

• Flying your fuel limited rocket ship to where the 
aerobatics are

• Emergency equipment
• Aerobatic Flight Hazards
• Physiology for aerobatics
• Regulations
• Everything else

This presentation attempts to cover the topics that the most pilots who fly aerobatic 
aircraft need knowledge of.  These are the topics that most often show up in the 
“there I was…” stories, and in accident or incident reports.
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Running On Empty

• Power & speed vs fuel burn – maximizing gas mileage

– Airplanes don’t run out of gas – pilots do

• Coping with weather light on fuel

– ATC can’t put more gas in your tank – know your fuel burn
– ATC can’t move the hills out of your way – stay out of the granite 

filled clouds

• Knowing your destination – preflight preview

– The internet is your friend

Aerobatic airplanes never carry as much fuel as we would like.

Aerobatic airplanes generally don’t have fancy electronics, autopilots, etc.

When the weather is less than perfect, in an aerobatic aircraft you have fewer tools 
and need to make better decisions.
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FUEL MANAGEMENT
• Know your engine’s fuel consumption performance.  The 

airframe owner’s manual often has little info.  The engine 
manufacturer publishes a very detailed manual.  You 
want to own that manual too.

• Know your airplane’s fuel system.  Did you know that:
– Many airplanes have less usable fuel nose down 

descending than nose up climbing.
– Airplanes that connect the aux fuel tank to the main 

fuel tank instead of directly to the engine take many 
minutes to transfer fuel.  Most Pitts take 8 to 14 
minutes for gravity to transfer fuel from the top wing to 
the main tank.

Knowledge is power.  The systems of an aerobatic airplane may look simple, but 
there are often quirks that will surprise you if you do not understand them before 
you launch.  Don’t let your airplane’s fuel system give you a surprise engine burp 
because you did not know a detail of how it works.
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The engine manufacturer publishes a great book for understanding how to get the 
best distance and endurance from each gallon of gas.

The slides that follow offer some data that will help run your engine efficiently when 
going cross-country.
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These numbers give you options when going to or from an event.  In bad weather 
speed is not your friend.  A full tank of gas, or a power setting that gives best 
mileage is.
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Weather and short range little airplanes

• Think – Plan – Fly – Stop – Repeat
• If you are not comfortable, stop, load fuel, think
• Fly from airport to airport.  Follow highways.
• Clouds down, slow down
• Sectional charts show more than a GPS screen
• Don’t get caught on top
• Carry a cell phone, credit card, and a good book
• ATC can’t help you fly through clouds
• Don’t take a sick airplane into weather

Always launch with a plan, and a backup plan, and if the weather is less than 
perfect, maybe a backup backup plan….
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Aerobatic Destination Airports

• See your destination through the internet
• FAA data is online for free
• Know before you go

If you want to, you can fly your whole trip in advance using Google Earth.

With the internet, pilots have the world at their finger tips.  Use it.

If you preview the route on Google Earth, when enroute and the clouds come down, 
you can already have a mental picture of the hills in an area you have never flown 
into before.
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Destination Nationals

• Through Google Earth, see what the view will be as you 
dive into the box for your competition flight, including the 
box markers

• Through the FAA Digital AF/D get the airport info for your 
cross country arrival

Been to Nationals yet?   Why not?  Its YOUR contest.

The photo and the AF/D page that follow are examples of free information available 
on the internet.
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This is what the Nationals airport looks like as you dive into the box from the east.  
You can see in this Google Earth view that some box markers are permanently 
painted.
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From the FAA Digital AF/D
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Emergency Equipment

Parachute

Helmet

Canopy Breaker

Spot, PLB, Cell phone

Great parachutes are not more expensive that just OK ones.

The parachute that you wear is better than the one that you left on the ground or did 
not bother to snap on when you climbed into the airplane.  There have been a 
couple of accidents where pilots did not expect to need their parachute, so used it 
as a seat cushion rather than putting it on fully.  When the airplane failed, they 
jumped out but fell away from their open parachute……

Always get out of your airplane with your parachute on.  That way your muscle 
memory won’t have you unsnapping the parachute harness out of unconscious 
habit if you have to leave a broken airplane in flight.

A helmet helps you keep going when something whacks you as your airplane 
comes apart.  You can’t use your parachute if you are unconscious.   And it helps 
protect you if you are forced to make an unplanned off-airport landing.

A canopy breaker works 1000% better than your fists to get out of an airplane that 
stops rolling or tumbling upside down and starts to burn.

If you have to leave your airplane out in the woods or desert, there are now better 
tools available than yelling for help at the top of your lungs and sending up a smoke 
signal by burning your airplane.
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Aerobatic Flight Hazards

• Weight and balance

• Inadvertent spins

• When the airplane breaks …
and EVERY AIRPLANE BREAKS!

Airplanes with the CG too far in any direction don’t fly acro well.  Ignorance is NOT 
bliss.  Where is YOUR CG today?

Have you practiced inverted and upright spins this week?

The more you know about the nuts and bolts of your ship, the less likely that you 
are going to hear a surprising BANG! In the middle of an acro flight.
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See the cracked longeron ready to drop the 
fuel tank onto the pilot’s feet

Good to find this problem on the ground.  Look hard at the fuel tank attachment 
above the yellow arrow.  The longeron is cracking to allow the small vertical tube, 
that holds the bolt for the fuel tank straps, to peel away and soon break off.
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Physiology For Aerobatics
Your body likes +G
Your body hates –G
Strength training increases G tolerance
Aerobic training may decrease G tolerance
Dehydration decreases G tolerance
Hydration and food increases G tolerance
L1/M1 Anti-G Straining Maneuver
G induced Loss Of Consciousness - GLOC

Check out Peak Performance For Aerobatics by Fred DeLacerda
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FAA Regulations For Aerobatics
• 14 CFR 91.303 Aerobatic FLight

• 14 CFR 91.119 Minimum Safe Altitudes

• 14 CFR 91.126  Operating … Class G Airspace

• 14 CFR 91.307  Parachutes

• FAA Hucker Letter – Surface Areas

These are the rules that acro pilots should know by heart.
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Read The FAR’s like a lawyer

• Don’t confuse 91.303 and 91.307
– 91.303 defines what is and is not aerobatics
– 91.307 does NOT define aerobatics

• Hucker letter clarifies 91.303(c)

Do not read the rules to see how they allow you to do what you want.  They were 
written by lawyers to say what you SHALL NOT do.  Read them in that spirit if you 
want to avoid pain and hassle.

The FAA Office of the General Counsel is the final arbiter of what the rules say and 
how they will be interpreted all across the FAA Flight Standards organization.  If you 
find a letter that applies to you, make a copy and keep it in your log book.  You can 
use it if you find yourself having a challenging conversation with an Aviation Safety 
Inspector.  ASI’s must follow the guidance of the Chief Counsel.
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Everything Else

Open discussion


